
Pinkneys Green 1XI v HURLEY 1XI – 17th August 2019 

 

Hurley won by 8 wickets (W/L) 
 

PINKNEYS GREEN 
U Tikoo c Double b J Singh 3 

S Patel c Cole b Riaz 10 

P Kumar b O Dawkins 5 

J Dhillon b Riaz 65 

D Craythorne c R Singh b Riaz 4 

J Stokes c Cole b Ridgeway 10 

C Bandala b Ridgeway 0 

D Roberts c R Singh b Ridgeway 17 

B Snapes c Akash b Ridgeway 0 

J McDonough st Double b Ridgeway 1 

N McDonough Not Out 9 

Extras  10 

 Total 134ao 44.4overs 

 

Ollie Dawkins 5-2-8-1  Ravi Singh 8-2-19-0 

Joban Singh 5-0-23-1 P Ridgeway 9.4-0-26-5 

S Riaz  12-3-32-3  

I Arshad 5-0-19-0 

 

HURLEY 
O Dawkins Not Out 68 

Magga Singh b Stokes 2 

C Dawkins c ?? b Stokes 0 

P Ridgeway Not Out 55 

J Cole 

S Riaz 

Ravi Singh   

G Double  

Akash Singh  

Joban Singh  

I Arshad 

Extras  13 

 Total 138-2  27.4overs 

 

J Dhillon 0.2-0-4-0 D Craythorne 3-0-21-0 

N McDonough 8.4-1-31-0 C Bandala 5-0-24-0 

J Stokes 10.4-2-53-2 

 

Hurley wins are about as rare as a Boris Johnson haircut, and yet on a breezy, overcast day 

at Pinkneys Green (a small hamlet a couple of miles outside Maidenhead off the A404M), the 

visitors pulled off a dominant display spearheaded by youth and experience. Hurley won the 

toss and sent Pinkneys into bat, despite the Singh Charabanc still on the road and Shabob 

again fashionably late, but by the second over Hurley had a full compliment on the field. 

 

Joban Singh (1-23) made the early breakthrough as he cut the ball away from the left-

handed Uday Tikoo in the third over. Keeper Greg Double dived left like a young swallow 

and caught the ball one-handed only to land like a bag of potatoes and the ball pitched up 

again. Double’s cat-like reactions then pouched the spiralling cherry and Tikoo trudged 

back. Ollie Dawkins (1-8) was generating good pace from the pavilion end and was 

rewarded as Kumar’s shocking swipe resulted in his stumps cartwheeling (16-2). This brought 

Jags Dhillon (65) to the crease to purr like a sophisticated sports car punishing anything short 

or wide. Wickets tumbled at the other end. Patel was unlucky as an edge was parried by 

Ravi Singh only for Josh Cole to swipe the catch with Shabob Riaz (3-32) the beneficiary in his 



lime-green trainers. Darryn Craythorne also fell in the slips with Riaz working up pace. Jake 

Stokes (10) joined Dhillon and these two added 30 in 14 difficult overs. With the wicket 

proving sticky, skipper Cole turned to the magic left arm of Phil Ridgeway (5-26). His second 

over had Stokes lofting to mid-on where Cole pouched the catch and Bandala played on 4 

balls later with the home side in tatters at 83-6. Dhillon finally fell, bowled by Riaz for a face-

saving 65 as Pinkneys limped to 124-9 having been dropped twice before he reached 50. 

Ridgeway was supported by better catching as Pinkneys were shot out for 134 in the final 45th 

over as Double’s feet moved like Michael Flatley to stump Jack McDonough off Ridgeway.  

 

An excellent tea did more to slow the fielding team than the batters, but Hurley found 

themselves in familiar territory at 8-2 after 2 overs. Jags Dhillon broke down after 2 balls and 

was replaced by Nathan McDonough. Debutant Magga Singh looked promising before 

Stokes hit his off-peg and poor Chris Dawkins saw his first ball climb big and he could only 

parry to square leg. Ridgeway (55not) then joined Ollie Dawkins (68not) in an untroubled 3rd 

wicket stand of 130. Dawkins was cutting more beautifully than Poldark scything hay 

peppering the boundary while Ridgeway was driving less like Prince Phillip and more like 

Lewis Hamilton, one sumptuous boundary bringing up 40,000 runs for the club. These two 

could only be separated by the large hadron collider as Hurley galloped to a much needed 

victory inside 28 overs by 6.20pm with plenty of time for Double to retell his catch in ever 

more expansive detail. 

 


